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					Contact Us

	
			 Address:Unit 21, Skillion Business Centre, Littleburn Industrial Estate, Durham DH7 8HG
	 Phone:0191 369 2522
	 Email:george@kinghornev.com
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[image: PJ Watson]PJ Watson05:37 27 Jul 23


Excellent and friendly service 👍😁




[image: john dixon]john dixon13:42 17 Jun 23


Very informative talk on classic car conversion  y George.




[image: geoff brittain]geoff brittain09:57 02 Jun 23


Great place for EV servicing and classic vehicle electric conversions.
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[image: Ken Davidson]Ken Davidson11:26 04 Nov 21


Just popped  in to have a look around staff/owner was very friendly  and full of information.




[image: Vega Wan]Vega Wan14:26 22 Oct 21


Absolutely delightful to do business with. Purchased a vehicle with this company. The proprietor is very polite, extremely patience with us. Went the extra mile to acquire what we needed. Patiently answering every enquiries. Took extra time to accommodate us despite being not part of his obligation. I highly recommend this company to anybody who'd consider purchasing electric vehicles and/or converting to electric vehicles. Thank you very much for everything. You've made us feel very welcomed.




[image: Rob Wallace]Rob Wallace15:42 06 Mar 21


A new Lease scheme at work meant a new 62e+ was sitting on my drive but the sad thing was my Gun Metal 30kWh Acenta had to make way, not looking forward to that part of it I started a conversation with George @C&EV about the best way to do this (me being a member of the EV family for the past 4yrs I knew what he did and always thought he gave honest good advice). This ended with my car going to George and his team to do what they do. Everything was open and upfront and he even cleaned it, all I had to do was sit back, with regular updates I thought during the Covid19 pandemic this may take some time but I was wrong and within a relatively short period of time my leaf was off to a new owner who I have no doubt will bee as chuffed as I was in the time I owned.My thanks and praise go out to you for making this absolutely painless. :)




[image: David Malone]David Malone08:50 17 Jul 20


Usually a bit of a gamble when dealing with the motor trade you never know if you will be treated fairly or ripped off BUT it's certainly NOT the case with Classic an Electric Vehicles!The whole process of buying a vehicle from them was straightforward and reassuring.  Despite the lockdown caused by Covid and problems with obtaining the necessary parts George and his team were never anything but pleasant and professional - a joy to deal with.  I have no hesitation in recommending, them without reservation.
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			Name:	
	Preferred Contact:	
					
						
						Email
						
						Phone
					
				
	Email:	
	Phone:	
	Questions/Comments:

					
	 


	

		































